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Some alliances were never meant to last…Dark forces are working in the shadows within the
Taran Empire. When a series of attacks hit the Outer Colonies, it becomes clear a new war is
brewing.As Jason and his family try to track down the perpetrators, they soon learn that their
enemies pose a greater threat than they could have imagined. The Taran Empire’s fight for
survival is about to begin.Empire Defied is the third installment of the Taran Empire Saga set in
the Cadicle Universe, perfect for fans of epic sci-fi featuring sprawling galactic empires, drama,
intrigue, and psionic abilities. Continue the adventure today!
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DynastyCeline Monsari – Head of the Monsari Dynasty and MPS executiveOther Key
CharactersDahl – Oracle with the Aesir; Wil’s main point-of-contact and longtime friendDarin
Suro – Sole survivor of the AndvariMelisa – Lexi’s friend, who disappeared after joining the
AllianceShipsConquest – TSS flagship with a unique telekinetic energy
weaponLOCATIONSTSS Headquarters – Base inside Earth’s moonEarth – A ‘lost colony’ of the
Taran Empire, located in the remote Outer ColoniesTararia – The capital planet of the Taran
EmpireDuronis – A developed planet in the Outer Colonies, base of operations for the
AllianceLynaeda – Technologically advanced central world, specializing in AI and
cyberneticsThe Story So Far…Everything has been too quiet in the Taran Empire. In the seven
months since the Erebus appeared, civil disruption has diminished and the Erebus have barely
been in touch. The TSS suspects the Coalition’s planning has gone underground and something
big is coming.Wil Sietinen visits Tararia to meet with Celine Monsari about mass producing the
power core design from the Erebus, since it appears MPS is running out of the voydite needed
to manufacture their existing power cores. Though the deal seems like an easy sell, Celine
declines the offer. On his way to the spaceport, Wil is shot at from behind—seemingly a setup to
get him to overstep his authority.The act squarely sets Monsari as an adversary and leaves the
TSS in a tough spot regarding how to proceed with the power core. Wil reaches out to the Aesir,
who suggest working with the Lynaedans—the so-called ‘tech heads’ among Tarans. Dahl also
indicates disappointment that Wil has not fulfilled his potential to read the cosmic patterns to
seek answers, instead focusing his attention on the Erebus power core issue.After weeks with
no updates from the field, Jason Sietinen finally hears from Kira in her undercover work with the
Sovereign Peoples Alliance on the planet Duronis. The Alliance, or the larger Coalition
organization, has a new research lab on an unknown planet, and her fiancé Leon, a genetics
specialist, would be a perfect mole to find out more.While waiting for Kira to provide further
updates, Jason travels to the planet Lynaeda to negotiate a production deal for the Erebus
power core. The meeting is successful, and Jason hands over the project to his father to work
out the technical details.Wil speculates about the nature of the Erebus and commonality
between the Erebus and Gifted people with wielding aesen to perform incredible feats. It may be
possible to fight back against the Erebus by redirecting this energy. This information is
supported by a realization that Darin, the survivor of the Erebus attack on the Andvari, has
seemingly developed some kind of precognition following his contact with the transdimensional
being.Jason gets a panicked notification from Kira that Duronis has been bombed and the
Alliance leadership has disappeared. Leon and several other scientists are missing and
conditions on the planet are deteriorating quickly. TSS forces are distracted with responding to
simultaneous attacks across twenty-two planets, so Jason goes to extract Kira from the
surface.Lexi and Kira race to get to a safe place on Duronis. While Kira tries to help get civilians
to safety, Lexi unsuccessfully attempts to download project data from the Alliance computer
system.Jason takes a shuttle down to Duronis, where he finds Kira and Lexi. Jason experiences
an immediate resonance connection with Lexi. The timing is terrible, but they are inexplicably



drawn to each other. Given the complex dynamics of the situation, they agree to take things
slowly and get to know each other.Jason and Lexi return with Kira to TSS Headquarters to
debrief about what happened on Duronis and figure out next steps related to rescuing Leon and
shutting down the Coalition’s research. Wil and Saera are surprised by Jason’s connection with
Lexi, but having been through the resonance connection experience themselves, they don’t
question it.Jason is assigned to lead the efforts related to the Coalition. Meanwhile, Lexi is
overwhelmed by being in the presence of such well-known people, but the connection between
her and Jason is unmistakable and they agree to give a relationship a chance.Lexi opens up to
Jason about her homeworld of Cytera, revealing that the world treated Gifted people like a
commodity and her family was killed before she was taken offworld as a baby. Jason realizes
that Lexi is exactly the kind of person he needs by his side, but balancing his personal life and
professional responsibilities is complicated. He confides in her about his history with
Tiff.Meanwhile, Raena is serving as ambassador to Earth, where she is overseeing the
investigation into potential alien tech hidden at historical sites around the planet. The local team
uncovers evidence of an ancient alien ship hull and a strange pit that seems to be part of a
mysterious planet-wide device. The technology dates back to around the time of the ancient war
between the three races, so it’s possible that it’s something that would be useful in the
resistance against the Erebus.With tensions still running high politically, Raena decides to keep
the discovery on Earth confidential. However, she and Ryan agree that opening up Morningstar
Isle to visitors would be a good way to connect with their people and help dispel the
misconceptions about them being self-absorbed nobles.Armed with the new information about
Earth’s history, Wil comes to the realization that Earth was likely an ark, of sorts, for the Taran
race. The ancient technology buried on the planet not only might be useful against the Erebus,
but the historical record might provide clues to combat other ongoing issues, like the Generation
Cycle—the corruption of Gifted abilities. In combination with the lead about the genetic records
on Cytera, there’s new hope for a path forward.Just as it seems like things are under control, Wil
comes to a horrible realization about the power core design from the Erebus. While the
individual cores passed safety checks, when implemented at a galactic scale, there’s a strange
energy field created. They don’t know what it might do, but it appears the Erebus do have ulterior
motives after all.The TSS gets a tip that the Alliance’s lab might be on a remote colony world
called Quel. Leon is being held captive and is forced to work on what might be a kind of
bioweapon, with transdimensional tethering happening at the cellular level.Under Jason’s
leadership, the rescue team finds Leon and other captives, but a horrible ‘test’ of the new
weapon is already underway and can’t be stopped. They quickly evacuate. Jason places a
telekinetic shield around the facility to contain the blast, but the energy blast rips through and
destroys the nearby colony city. Jason, Lexi, Kira, and Leon look on in horror as all biological life
on the planet is destroyed. The experience brings Jason and Lexi closer; they make a good
team, and they’ll need that love and support to make it through what’s to come.More conflict is
coming, and the Taran Empire needs to prepare. Wil offers Kira a position under the new Taran



United Force umbrella, since she’s stuck in an awkward place between the TSS and Guard.
Leon has valuable insights into the new transdimensional, genetically-keyed tech and is offered
a post in the research division. Lexi is offered a position as a new civilian training coordinator for
the TSS.Jason and Lexi agree to bond. There will always be complications in life, but they were
lucky enough to find each other, and they can face whatever trials are coming together.Chapter
1Jason Sietinen’s heartrate accelerated with anticipation. They’d been waiting for a turning point
in the Coalition investigation for months, and now his team was only moments away from what
might be their breakthrough discovery.He brought up a telekinetic shield around himself as he
stepped off his team’s transport ship into the hidden facility. We might finally get answers about
what they’ve been doing in the shadows.His investigative team had received a tip about the lab
they were about to enter. Located on an asteroid, it was the kind of place that could easily go
undetected for years. Though the facility appeared to be powered down based on the remote
scans, it was also possible that it utilized shielding to hide the real activity within.“I don’t know
what we’re going to find in there, so stay sharp,” he told his team.Two Agents took the lead
ahead of him, and the three of them were followed by a dozen Militia soldiers. Though the place
was supposed to be empty, he wanted enough people on their side to respond to any hidden
resistance they might encounter.Stale air assaulted his nostrils as he entered the bunker. A thin
film of dust had settled on the surfaces, suggesting that the place was, indeed, abandoned.
However, he noted that there was still artificial gravity—though thirty percent below standard
levels—so the power reserves were intact. This had been a planned shuttering of the facility,
possibly with the intent to return at some point in the future.Jason scanned the metal-clad
corridor walls as he stepped through the confined space, looking and telekinetically sensing for
any signs of traps. Though they’d already disabled the occupancy alarm sensors, there would
likely also be triggers on the computer network. Fortunately, he’d brought tech specialists along
on the mission.The corridor opened into a lab space with terminals around the outer perimeter, a
medical bed, and an enclosed chamber along the back wall. He recognized the pod as being
used for inducing stasis, though there were no signs of a person currently being held in
suspended animation.“What the fok went on here?” one of the Militia officers whispered.Jason’s
private thoughts echoed the question. This looks like a lab for medical experimentation.As soon
as the TSS had learned that people with abilities were specifically being pursued, Jason had
feared that it was for those ends. Gifted people had been targets for as far back as anyone could
remember. It was entirely possible that someone had continued the Priesthood’s line of
research. To what ends remained to be seen.“We need to get into the computer system to see if
there are clues about who was working in here.” Jason motioned to the Militia tech specialist on
the team, Anya, to take the lead.She approached the main console and tapped the screen; it
didn’t respond to her touch. “Looks like we’ll need to get the main power on first.”One of the
Militia soldiers located and opened the control panel, and Anya brought over her tablet to begin
trying to crack the system’s security.“Bomax, this is sophisticated encryption,” she muttered.
“Things this good aren’t normally in criminal syndicates.”“What kind of organizations, then?”



Jason asked.“Business. Government. Definitely good funding to hire top programmers for
custom code.”He nodded. That would fit with a Priesthood connection. It also didn’t rule out
Monsari or one of their subsidiaries.“I’ll make a copy of the code and see if I can track down who
did it.” She frowned. “Once I’m in, that is.”After another minute, her expression brightened. “All
right! Got it.”A moment later, the lights flicked on in a satisfying display of victory.“Well done.
Now, let’s see what secrets they left behind,” Jason said.“My pleasure.” Anya switched her setup
back to the computer console.This time, when she tapped on the console, the screen
illuminated with a login prompt. Anya made several inputs on her tablet to begin bypassing the
safeguards.“This could take several minutes,” she said.Jason took the time to examine the room
in more detail. There weren’t any identifying marks on the computer terminals, and the rest of the
furnishings were too generic to offer significant insights.The stasis pod setup at the back was by
far the most intriguing. He didn’t know much about the technology aside from it was rare and
expensive. Whoever’d installed it here had deep financial backing. The rarity meant that the
investigation pool was narrower, but most likely it had been procured through illegal means with
well-covered tracks. The apparatus itself had no clear exterior markings, like the rest of the
equipment in the room.What were they doing in here? With any luck, they could pull log data to
see when the device had last been used to put someone in stasis.“Sir, I’m in!” Anya called
out.Jason returned to the access console. The screen had changed to a file directory.“What are
we dealing with?” he asked.“It’s a pretty basic system, actually. There’s not a lot of computing
power here. I think this terminal’s primary purpose was to control that stasis unit.”“Are there any
records of its use?”She shook her head. “No, I don’t think we’re going to get a lot out of this. The
records have been sanitized.”“Auto-wiped on access?” Jason asked.“No, there’s just nothing left
here. If there was sensitive data, it was purged a long time ago.”Jason’s heart dropped. “What
else is in the directory?”Anya flipped through the information. “Looks like a mixture of genetic
records and research notes.”“That sounds encouraging.” Jason moved to look over her shoulder
at the screen.She shook her head. “No, these are dummy files.” Her gaze scrolled over the
information as she drilled deeper into the properties. “It was expert work, but these are
fabricated data sets. The kind of thing someone would leave behind so looters would think that
they’d found something useful without actually getting anything at all.”“How can you tell?”She
smiled. “The file sequencing doesn’t match up with the database—a little trick I picked up for on-
the-fly validation. See here?” Jason followed Anya’s finger as she pointed to several key
locations in the metadata. “The files themselves look complete, but they were added into the
directory more recently than their creation dates, despite what it says at first glance.”He
confirmed the observation. “Well spotted.”“When you’re at this long enough, it’s easy to notice a
forgery.”“Does that mean that there’s nothing here to find?”“Perhaps. Or, this console was
configured as a decoy so intruders wouldn’t go looking for the real repository.”Jason nodded. “I
guess we’ll have to keep looking, then. Copy what you can, just in case there’s something useful
buried in it.”Disappointment was a common experience. They’d been on the Coalition’s trail for
the past two months, with frustrating results. The organization had gone into the shadows again



after the widespread attacks on Duronis and the other Outer Colony worlds preceding the
incident on Quel. Jason hated that their investigation had been guided by vague tips since then,
but he kept telling himself that the momentum was about to shift to their favor.We just need a
lucky break. But what? He was getting worn out.Chasing stale leads was demoralizing business,
with each new trail invariably leading to disappointment. Some of the information may have been
good if it had been timelier, but so much could change in a short span that even a slight delay
meant the difference between catching someone in the act or finding an empty room.The intel
pointing toward this particular facility was old news—an informant relaying a sighting from
months back. Though Jason didn’t expect to find anyone still in the place, he had hoped that
there might be an indication of where its occupants may have gone or with whom they might be
working.It seemed like there must be more to the facility. The exterior scans had indicated a
larger structure; yet, there was no clear place to go from this room, aside from the door they had
entered through. A deeper telekinetic probing might be in order.“Over here!” Ron, one of the
other Agents shouted. He was a Primus Agent a few years older than Jason, recruited to the
Coalition task force because of his investigative background.Jason ran over to him.Ron was
standing in front of a passageway, which had been hidden behind a cabinet. “Hey, I found a
secret tunnel!” He grinned, bringing an extra shine to his bioluminescent hazel eyes.Great
minds. Jason smiled back. “Now we’re making progress.”It made sense that the outer lab would
be a decoy facility. Though the asteroid was a remote site to begin with, anyone with something
to hide wouldn’t make the valuable secrets readily accessible to anyone who happened to
stumble upon it. This corridor might lead to the heart of the place—which may hold genuine
records.Jason sent out a telekinetic assessment to check for potential hazards. He didn’t detect
any cause for concern, so he proceeded inside.The tunnel curved around then down. Jason
maintained an extrasensory probe to get a feel for the space, determining that the pathway led to
an open area one story below. There was a strong electromagnetic signature coming from
behind the walls, which were covered in a plastic-like substance but had the appearance of
roughly carved stone. Most likely, the entire facility had been carved into the asteroid and then
coated in the material to seal it after the environmental mechanics were installed.He paused at
the base of the ramp where the tunnel opened into a larger chamber. Dim lights cast a soft,
yellow glow throughout the room, which brightened with his approach. The space was
significantly larger than the lab above, equipped with numerous workstations and large pieces of
equipment. Many of the devices were unfamiliar to him and their purposes weren’t readily
apparent.What was clear, though, was that the lab had been abandoned for quite some time.
Like above, dust had settled over the items in the room despite the air handling system still being
active.“What have we here?” Ron commented as he came up behind Jason.“The secret lair.”
Jason surveyed the room. “With any luck, we’ll find some answers here.”He stepped forward
while maintaining an extrasensory probe. There were definitely strange energy signatures from
behind the walls, though he couldn’t tell if it was due to poorly shielded environmental generation
equipment or something else.“Don’t touch anything,” Jason warned as the others came in



through the tunnel.“A trap?” Ron asked.“Maybe.” Jason approached one of the consoles.The
largest energy signature was coming from behind the station. Explosives might be rigged to
ignite with activation of the console.“Anya, can you take a look at this with me?” Jason
requested.The tech specialist hurried over with her interface equipment. “Your instructions,
sir?”Jason expanded his telekinetic shield to encompass Anya and the others in the room. “Is
there any way to tell if a system has an intrusion detection trigger?”“That’s tricky, since you’d
need to intrude in order to get a direct interface to learn anything meaningful.”“I was afraid you’d
say that.”“Is there any reason to suspect such a trigger?”“There’s something hidden in here. It
might be innocuous, but I’d rather be cautious.”“I feel it, too,” Ron concurred.The console in
question was next to a large transparent box just over two meters long and one meter tall.
Various piping systems and electronic cords were attached to the exterior and hookups inside. A
quick visual check confirmed that the electronic conduits connected the tank and the
console.“I’m guessing this isn’t an aquarium,” Jason joked.“No, it’s a cloning tank,” Gina, the third
Agent on the team, said.He gaped at her. “It is?”She nodded, walking over to the tank to
examine it closer. “I’ve watched a lot of videos from the cleanup efforts after the Bakzen War.
They had massive warehouses full of these things.”Jason had reserved his study of the war
records to the space battle tactics. He’d heard enough about the ground-level footage to avoid
seeking out anything that wasn’t required viewing in his courses. “Then we have confirmation
that someone has been engaging in illegal research.”Gina continued looking over the device.
“It’s Taran manufacture, not Bakzen.”All of the evidence was pointing toward the Priesthood’s
covert genetics and cloning research. Did some of them escape?Jason had discussed the
possibility with his father. The decisive assault on the Priesthood had been thorough, but it
hadn’t been a guaranteed sweep of all the organization’s members. Nonetheless, the TSS had
spent years tracking down Priests from bases on remote worlds, and every single person they’d
found had suffered a mental break from the attack. No one in that state would be capable of
performing advanced scientific work or planning a devious plot against the Empire.That left
several possibilities. Someone might be emulating the work of the Priesthood. Or, some of the
Priests may have escaped the mass break. Jason wasn’t sure which option was more
disturbing.“All right, we have a cloning tank and control interface. How might that be rigged to
deter intruders?” Jason asked.“Hypothetically,” Anya began, “if I wanted to hide the details about
illegal research projects, I’d let someone get deep enough into my lab where there was no easy
escape and then set the whole thing to blow up as soon as they thought they’d found something
useful.”He found her cheerful tone oddly amusing, given the subject matter. “That’s a problem for
us. How would that trigger be set, and how do we disable it?”“Identify the connection and sever
it. I would suggest doing so without any direct interface with the system.”“Good thing we have
Agents here, then.” He nodded to his two black-clad companions to begin a deep telekinetic
assessment of the equipment.Jason delved inside the console using his mind’s eye, tracing the
interior components. The portions heading to the tank were of lesser concern, so he focused on
the parts that extended backward behind the wall. One of those wires led toward the unidentified



energy signature he’d first detected upon entering the room.He felt his way to the source of the
energy signature. It appeared to be the central point of a cascading explosive relay, as he’d
feared. By his assessment, the explosives were set to trigger when the console activated.Jason
exchanged glances with the other Agents. “Did you sense that trigger, too?”“Yep,” Gina
agreed.Ron nodded. “I’m not sure how to defuse it. My concern is that if we sever the
connection, it’ll go off.”“That was my first thought,” Jason agreed.“What if we transitioned all of
the explosives into subspace?” Gina suggested.“I like that idea.” Jason began thinking through
how that would work. He’d need to trace the entire interconnected system and create a shaped
spatial distortion around it without disrupting the other structural or environmental control
equipment in the vicinity. Challenging, but not impossible.The entire facility—if not the whole
asteroid—could explode if the transition didn’t go smoothly. He might be able to survive such an
event with a shield around himself, but tracking the procedure as well as the entire TSS team
would add unnecessary complexity. He needed to limit the variables.“All right, everyone but
Anya fall back to the shuttle,” Jason instructed.“Sir?” Ron asked telepathically. “Are you sure you
don’t want Gina and I to stick around?”“Thank you, but I’d rather know the team is safe.” He
wouldn’t have Anya stay with him, either, if he knew enough about electronic infiltration to handle
it himself. Perhaps he was being overly cautious, but after what happened on Quel, he was
reluctant to take any chances.“We’ll be standing by,” Ron replied aloud and nodded to the rest of
the team.The group retreated up the ramp.Jason maintained a telepathic link with the two
Agents and confirmed when they were on the transport shuttle.“Okay, let’s do this,” he said to
Anya.Jason bolstered the telekinetic shield around himself and Anya, which should withstand
any blast they might trigger. He made it larger than necessary to trap extra air in the event it
became their only protection from the vacuum of space.Next, he began reaching out
telekinetically to grasp the wiring and explosive packs. He traced the entire system and added
each component into his hold, giving it a light energetic charge.When the entire network was in
his grasp, he began drawing energy to create a spatial distortion around the items. He sensed
the dimensional veil growing thinner in those areas. Creating such an intricate shape with such
precision took most of his concentration. The actual quantity of material was well within his
comfort level for a casual exercise, but its configuration was significantly more complex than his
usual tasks.Almost there. Just a little at a time. He started to ease the components into
subspace, where he could release them into the ether outside physical reality.Heat and
cascading chaos filled Jason’s senses. The explosives were destabilizing. They weren’t yet all
the way into subspace, so an explosion would likely take out this entire portion of the
asteroid.Shite! Jason shifted his hold on the items. Slow and steady wasn’t going to do it. He
needed to act now.In one final push, he forced the entire assembly into subspace. The sudden
surge of energy triggered the blast. He instantaneously released the subspace distortion,
narrowly preventing the explosion from coming through.He breathed out. That was close.Before
he could relax, he realized his mistake. A variable that he hadn’t considered beforehand was that
the removal of the charges and connected circuitry had left a void in the wall’s structure. On a



planet with a habitable atmosphere, there wouldn’t have been an issue, but the extreme
conditions on the asteroid were another matter.Hairline cracks began to form in the wall.Oh no!
Jason frantically began rearranging the material within the walls and fused it together in an
attempt to regain the structural stability. Even so, there were breaches forming on the inside
surface, posing a risk for maintaining the atmosphere within the chamber.He telekinetically
traced each of the cracks and sealed them, racing to stay ahead of potential breaches. Just as
he fixed one crack, a new one would form. He was beginning to think it would all be lost when
the rate of collapse began to slow. At last, as he made the repairs, no new cracks formed. Once
complete, there was no evidence that there had ever been a separation in the
sheeting.Relieved, he eased off his telekinetic hold, checking for any weak points. It seemed
stable, so he pulled back more, then released completely.Jason kept the shield up for another
minute, just in case. “Okay, I think that did it.”Anya smiled, unaware how close they’d come to
disaster. “Yay, we didn’t die!”“Wasn’t ever an option. I have too much to live for.” He thought of
Lexi waiting for him back at TSS Headquarters. Life is just getting started.“Are we good to go
with this, then?” Anya asked, motioning to the console.“Yes. Go for it.” Jason then sent a
telepathic message to the rest of his team. “We’re in. Facility secured.”Anya hooked up her
interface equipment.Please find something good in here. Jason paced behind Anya while he
waited for her report. “Bring the rest of the team back in,” he instructed Ron telepathically.
“There’s a lot to catalog. I think we’re past the dangerous part.”“You ‘think’?” The other Agent
feigned concern; they’d been working together for long enough now that the trust was
there.“Only the tiniest chance of getting lost in the void.”“Wouldn’t be any fun without some
unknowns,” the other Agent replied. “On our way back.”Anya was still working at the console as
Jason concluded the telepathic discussion.“Ah, shite!” she muttered under her breath. Her
fingers raced over the touch-surface console.Jason was about to ask her what was wrong, but
her furrowed brow made it clear that she was concentrating on the task at hand. Her shaking
head and frustrated groans didn’t bode well.Data scrolled across the screen, deleting and
pixelating in a disconcerting fashion. Jason hoped the situation wasn’t as bad as it appeared.Is
the database corrupting? Perhaps there was one last failsafe they hadn’t anticipated.After a
minute of frantic typing, Anya stopped, resting her palms on the front edge of the console as she
leaned against it. She sighed.“Bad news?” he asked.She nodded. “Sorry, sir. There was an auto-
incinerator program.”Jason let out a long breath and nodded. While the system wasn’t literally on
fire, it may as well be. Such digital security traps could wipe out an entire database in a matter of
seconds. Shite, another dead end.He tried to keep the disappointment from showing in his
expression. “Document the equipment and take anything the digital forensics team might be able
to analyze.”“Yes, sir. We’ll see if we can piece any of it back together at Headquarters,” Anya
replied.“All right. I guess that’s it, then. Pack it up.” It wasn’t the outcome he’d hoped for, but it had
yielded new information, in a way; they had confirmed that someone was, in fact, conducting
illegal experimentations. A criminal is out there. I won’t stop until we find them.Chapter 2Never
would Lexi Karis have guessed that she’d one day hold an official position within the TSS, but



now she couldn’t imagine following any other career path.She smiled to herself as she looked
over her outline for the new civilian training program. It was hope for a more united future,
bringing together Gifted people from across the Taran worlds. Unfortunately, she only had three
weeks left to get the details for the full program curriculum worked out with the education
specialists within the TSS.Lexi stretched her arms above her head and leaned back in her desk
chair, passing her gaze over the bare walls of the room. Her small office in the Command Wing
of TSS Headquarters was comfortable, but it didn’t foster a creative mindset. With a frown, she
decided that it was past time she started to decorate it with some personal touches.What did I
want to know when I was first exploring my abilities? She’d been asking herself that question a
lot over the past several months.The TSS had offered her the Director of Civilian Training
position precisely because she could provide a layperson’s perspective. Though she’d had more
telepathic and telekinetic training than most non-military people, it had been far from the
structured lessons typically found within the TSS. The new civilian training program needed a
different approach than the strategies to condition soldiers. Despite the TSS making efforts
toward demilitarization in the decades since the end of the Bakzen War, Agent training remained
focused on attributes that supported a role within a chain-of-command structure. Working with
free citizens would require much greater flexibility and different areas of emphasis.Nonetheless,
aspects of the TSS’ culture were important to preserve. The organization cherished a person’s
attitude and accomplishments over birthright, which lent itself to bringing people together over a
shared sense of purpose despite radically different backgrounds. The TSS also taught respect
for others’ privacy even when a person possessed abilities capable of bypassing conventional
defenses. Imparting that same ethical code of respect to the new trainees would be critical to the
program’s success.Lexi’s efforts to structure the training curriculum had thus far been focused
on teaching practical skills, and she knew that she’d need to layer in those important cultural
elements. But when and how?After several more frustrating attempts to get in the mental work
zone, she concluded that it wasn’t going to happen by force. Tomorrow. Tomorrow will be the
day.She slipped on her jacket and slid her handheld into the pocket designed to hold the device.
She was still getting used to wearing an official uniform.If there was anything she’d learned
about the TSS over the past few months, it was that they took symbolism seriously. After a
heated debate, they’d settled on a deep shade of teal as the uniform indicator for Gifted civilian
trainees.There’d then been another lengthy discussion about how to apply that color scheme to
an outfit. Lexi had argued that the monochromatic uniforms for the TSS’ other trainee classes
didn’t translate well to the civilian realm, so they’d eventually settled on black pants, teal base-
layer shirts, and black jackets with teal accents, cut in the style of Initiate attire. The resulting
outfit struck the desired balance between recognizability and comfort, which would be important
for attracting trainees to the new program.As an instructor, Lexi’s uniform included a slim, silver-
hued band around the end of her jacket’s sleeves and around the collar. Though subtle, it served
its purpose.She ventured from her office into the side corridor of the Command Wing and then
out into the main hallway, which took her past the Lead Agent’s office. She’d hoped to slip out



undetected, but Saera waved to Lexi as she passed by, motioning her inside.One guess what
this is about. Lexi took a long breath and entered the office. “Hey, how are you?”“All right. Lots
going on,” Saera replied. “I was hoping to get an update on the program…?”Yep, no surprise
there. Lexi forced a smile. “It’s coming together. I’m sorry it’s taking this long.”“It’s a big project.
We are getting a little tight on time, however.”Lexi shifted on her feet. “I know. I feel like I’ve let
you down.”“Not at all. I didn’t expect this to be an easy or quick task.”“Still, I know it’s taken
longer than you anticipated.”Saera folded her hands on her desktop. “There were complications I
didn’t foresee, yes.”“Like just how difficult it is to go about training civilians in potentially
dangerous abilities without knowing how they’ll use those new skills.”“Yes, it’s a risk. And we do
need to mitigate those risk factors.”“Except you can’t separate the two,” Lexi countered. “That’s
the heart of the issue I keep going over with the consultants. I don’t mean to stall. It’s just that the
TSS places so much emphasis on selecting the right people to invest in, but the inherent nature
of having a civilian training program is to make it open to just about anyone. It’s difficult to
reconcile those two points.”Saera nodded. “I appreciate the challenge of your position. However,
we do have a particular code to uphold. We need to be careful about what we teach.”“Sure, and I
get that. If I’m being honest, though, no one is going to care about the training initiative if we
don’t teach them anything beyond what they could learn from a random ‘instructor’ off the street
who’s picked up enough skills to look like they know what they’re doing.”“There’s a sweet spot to
be found.”What a very diplomatic way of putting it. Lexi raised an eyebrow. She tried to think of a
response that wouldn’t come across as sarcastic. “Didn’t you bring me into this position because
I think about things differently?”“Yes.”“So, here’s my outsider’s opinion. What you’re proposing
isn’t going to resonate with the average civilian.”“What do you mean?”“These are people who’ve
had to downplay their abilities for most of their lives. They’ll want quick wins to show why it’s
worthwhile to put in the time and effort to become competent with the more advanced
skills.”“Nonetheless, teaching unvetted individuals potentially dangerous skills, which could be
used to harm others, would be at odds with our duty to the Taran people.”Lexi crossed her arms.
“I think we need to give the students the benefit of the doubt.”“In what way?”“By going into this
program with the intention of teaching students everything they might want to know and then
evaluating them and terminating training with anyone exhibiting worrisome behavior. I suggest
that we begin by establishing an ethical foundation coupled with basic mental guarding and
telepathy, then move on to practical skills like personal shields and object levitation.”“That
sounds like a reasonable high-level approach,” Saera said. “I’d like to see how that translates into
a detailed lesson plan for the multi-term course of study.”A totally reasonable request, except
that I’m nowhere near where I should be with this. Lexi looked down. “I just need to finalize some
things. I’ll have it to you by the end of the week.” It was a bold promise, considering that she, in
fact, had no clue what to do.“Okay. I look forward to reviewing it.”Shite, it’s going to be some late
nights. Lexi was about to go when she added, “I do hear what you’re saying, and I’m working on
strategies to mitigate the risks. There are a lot of opportunities for intervention if we identify a
problem student. Keep in mind that many of these people have received no training at all. They



don’t even know how to tap into their abilities.”Saera nodded thoughtfully. “A little thought-
gleaning, at most?”“Right. Aspects of telepathy are fairly intuitive, but a lot of people have
difficulty getting started with telekinesis. Aside from the occasional prodigy, it takes a lot of
practice to learn how to visualize what you want to happen.” Lexi thought back to her own
education and the challenge of unlocking those early skills.“We often talk about it in the TSS as
envisioning a magical aura.”Lexi raised an eyebrow. “How very scientific.”“But it sort of is like
that, isn’t it? Each person sees the manifestation of the energy in different ways. A glow or
electric sparks. It makes it a lot easier to control what you’re doing when you picture it like
that.”“Yeah, I guess I do the same,” she realized.“I’ve found it’s helpful to establish a shared
vocabulary with students so you can better guide them when they get stuck.”“Yeah, that makes
sense. Okay, so the first class needs to be about getting on the same page—terminology and
ethics.”“An excellent place to start.”“I think I know what I need to do now.”Saera smiled. “Good. I
know this initiative will be a success.”“I hope so. I’ve gotta give you a reason to let me stick
around.”“You’ll always have a place here.”Because of Jason, but I want to be here in my own
right. Lexi nodded. “Thank you, I appreciate it.”“You won’t be the only civilian around here for
long, Lexi.” Saera brought up a list of names on the holodisplay. The information began scrolling
through hundreds, possibly thousands, of entries.“What’s this?” Lexi asked.“Applicants. These
are all civilians who’ve expressed interest in the new training program… since we began
advertising yesterday.”Lexi choked. “This many? In a day?”“High demand.” Saera tapped her
fingers on her desk. “We were expecting a positive response, but not this.”“Well, the curriculum
will be scalable,” Lexi said. “But we’re going to need more instructors.”“A lot more.”“We don’t
need to get everyone in right away. Once we get started, we can have more advanced students
start mentoring the newcomers.”“Like how we do in other areas within the TSS.”“Exactly.”Saera
nodded. “Eventually, we’d like to expand the program’s reach. You worked in recruitment when
you were with the Alliance, right?”Lexi’s heart skipped a beat at the mention of the organization.
“Tangentially. It was more like marketing—written communications.”“Perfect. Would you be willing
to help craft the messaging for future student and instructor recruitment?”Stars! Where am I
going to find the time for even more work? Nonetheless, Lexi couldn’t turn down the request.
“Sure, I’d be happy to.”Saera gave her an evaluative look, as if weighing her true feelings on the
matter. “Okay.”Lexi met her gaze, unwilling to show any sign of doubt. “I should get back to
work.”“I’ll see you later.”Lexi saw herself out from the Lead Agent’s office. Rather than resuming
her path to her quarters, she turned back toward her office and let out a long breath. I never
thought I’d work on recruitment messaging again!Moreover, she never dreamed that her
experience in the Alliance would be applicable to anything in her subsequent life. As it turned
out, she had, in fact, done some real work while she was in the organization, and it was quite
useful preparation for her current role. She’d entered into this TSS position with a ‘fake it until you
make it’ mentality, feeling out of her depth in the leadership position. However, the more she got
into it, she realized that she did bring an informed perspective and could offer genuine guidance
to her team. It had been an exhilarating realization. Not only could she believe in this work, but



she might actually be good at it, too.All the pieces are coming together. I’ve found my place here.
Maybe I can help others do the same. With new determination, she picked up the pace toward
her office. She had a lot of work to do.— — —The velvety black of space stretched out
before Wil, a limitless expanse to explore. Somewhere, hidden beneath the visible layers of
physical reality were secrets woven into the cosmic pattern.For the past two months, he’d been
spending more time roaming the expanse with his consciousness in an attempt to uncover the
hidden meanings. The Aesir insisted that he possessed an ability to read the patterns, yet he’d
been unable to see the web of truth since his glimpse into the nexus decades before. Wil wanted
to honor Dahl’s wishes and become a visionary leader like the old Oracle and his companions
hoped he would be, but he didn’t know how to gain those insights.His astral projection voyages
were a pleasure—an unburdened and free exploration of star systems that would be difficult to
access in most ships—but the exercise had yet to yield the results he’d attempted to
achieve.Since reading the cosmic pattern was still beyond his reach, Wil had instead chosen to
focus his efforts on inspecting the worlds where the new planetary shields had been installed.
The innovative technology, which drew on theoretical designs from the Aesir’s data Archive as
well as the efficiencies of the Erebus’ power core design, offered a significant security upgrade
over standard shields. In most cases, cosmic radiation and meteor strikes were the biggest
concern. Defending against a transdimensional alien attack was another matter.The installations
had been progressing without incident. The inhabitants of the test worlds had welcomed the
upgrades with open arms, to Wil’s simultaneous relief and apprehension. He still had significant
misgivings about the reliability of the new technology, despite their extensive testing, and he was
concerned about the Taran worlds becoming reliant on the systems.His latest roam among the
stars took him to Veraria, which was in the final stage of installation. He gazed at the massive
shield generators being placed in orbit to bolster the ground-level infrastructure. From his
vantage at the outskirts of physical reality, the global construction project was like watching a
miniature model being assembled under a magnifying glass—the massive scale completely
lost.It reminded him how much the Taran people had accomplished. Their power might appear
insignificant compared to the likes of the Erebus, yet his people had learned to accomplish
things together that could never be possible as individuals.There is hope for us, he mused. We
need to remember what incredible feats are possible when we unite.The separatists in the Outer
Colonies needed that reminder. While Wil supported autonomy and choice among the Taran
people, the worlds insisting that they wanted to go it alone had long since outsourced the
necessary skills to sustain a long-term society. They had every right to transition away from
central Taran rule, but it would need to be an incremental and planned process to have a
genuine chance at success. The clean break promoted in the media commentary was nothing
other than rash and shortsighted.He fought back the swell of annoyance. Power-hungry
opportunists are taking advantage of well-meaning people. We need to win them over through
kindness, not force. The political tiptoeing was exhausting.With a renewed wave of
consternation, he realized that he wasn’t focusing on reading the cosmic patterns like he was



supposed to be. Granted, the other matters on his mind were important, but he needed to set
those worries aside if he was going to see the bigger picture.Wil tried to force the other thoughts
aside, opening his mind to the energy patterns just beyond his present reach. Read the patterns.
All the mysteries will be unlocked.The sarcasm in his mental tone wasn’t a great indication that
this would be the day for a breakthrough.“Wil.”Saera’s voice called to him from the distance
across the void. Her presence beckoned him.Almost relieved for the interruption, Wil paused his
search for universal truth, retracing the thread tethering him to his physical self.He took a sharp,
deep breath as his eyes shot open. He stretched out his limbs, cramped from sitting cross-
legged on the floor for an extended time.Saera was standing in the doorway of his office,
watching him. “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to disturb you.”“That’s okay. I wasn’t making much
progress.”“Maybe you’re overthinking it,” she said, stepping inside and closing the door.“No
doubt.” He stood up and stretched. “I haven’t seen any pattern, or whatever it is the Aesir expect
me to see.”“Have you tried locating the nexus?”“Yes, multiple times.” He sighed. “I don’t know
where it is. It seems like I should have come across it by now with all the astral roaming, but I
haven’t felt so much as a tug directing me to its location.”Saera crossed her arms. “Strange. For
someplace allegedly so powerful, you’d think it would have a distinctive signature.”“Right!” Wil
shook his head. “I’ve tried everything. I’m at a loss for where to go from here.”She leaned against
the back of the couch in the center of the room. “I think you need to go back to
basics.”“Meaning?”“Well, how did you see the pattern when you first visited the nexus?”“I let
myself go.”“And are you doing that now?”“Not entirely,” he admitted.She gave him a knowing
smile. “Then that might be what you have to do.”“Letting go completely is how people get
lost.”“Only if you don’t know how to find your way back. You do.” She tilted her head. “You told me
after you came home from visiting the nexus that you’d never felt so free. Maybe you just need to
recapture that feeling.”He nodded, recognizing the truth in her assessment. “Except, back then, I
didn’t know what was lurking in the unseen realms. Being out there is different now.”“I wouldn’t
want to get too close to the Erebus, either.”He winced. Everyone is counting on me to deliver
answers, and I’ve gotten nowhere.Saera knew him well enough to read the subtle guilt in his
expression. “I’m sorry so much falls to you, Wil. Again. It’s not fair.”“Fairness is hardly the issue.
Someone needs to take responsibility.”She nodded and looked down for a few moments before
meeting his gaze again. “I don’t expect the cosmic pattern to show us all the secrets, but I do
believe it can reveal important information about the Erebus and their place in the universe. That
could make all the difference in how we respond.”“I know.”“And you can do that.”He took a long
breath and let it out. “The last time I saw the cosmic web, the events that followed broke me. It
took a long time to come back from that.”“You’re not the same person you were then.” Saera
reached out and took his hand.“Stronger and smarter now, am I?”She smiled. “I was going more
for thoughtful and patient. You have an experienced perspective, and we need that kind of
insight.”“I’ll try.”“I believe in you.”An alert chirped on Wil’s desk. “Duty calls.”Saera patted his
shoulder. “I should get back to it, too.”Wil walked over to his desk to check the message. One
glance at the screen and his heart dropped. Ah, shite.— — —When Raena Sietinen began



her investigation into the revered ancient sites on Earth, she never would have guessed where
that search would lead. A smile spread across her face as she studied the map depicting what
could only be described as a global network—advanced technology from a bygone era, buried
and forgotten.“What does it do?” she mused. She’d been wondering the same thing since the
very first site was uncovered in Belize several months prior, and each subsequent discovery only
enhanced the mystery.“We’ve still been unable to devise an interface,” Trevor said over the
vidcall. The young man had proven to be an asset in the field research, serving as Raena’s eyes
and ears on the ground.“I’m tempted to get in there myself.” Engineering wasn’t Raena’s
strength, but she knew her way around most Taran tech. Moreover, she suspected that the
technology wasn’t a simple digital interface but rather that it had a bioelectronic component.
Nothing else would explain its strange properties.“We’d eagerly welcome another set of
eyes.”“What are the Agents saying about it?” Raena asked.“They’re wary. They won’t say much
beyond ‘it has a strange energy’ about it,” Trevor replied.“And what do you think?”“I’m at a
complete loss for where to go from here.”His enthusiasm and creative thinking at every turn had
helped get them through the worst of the access negotiations with the various Earth
governments, which was why he’d been selected for the assignment. Now that they were at the
technical evaluation part of the project, he wasn’t necessarily the right person to lead the efforts
moving forward.Raena took a slow breath and let it out through her teeth, thinking. “I hate to say
it, but I think we need to hand this over to the TSS. Specifically, I’d like to see if I can get my
father’s eyes on it.”“I think that’s the right call,” Trevor agreed. “Though, after all this time, you’d be
missing out if you didn’t see it in person yourself.”She smiled. “Sounds like I might need to plan a
trip, then.” Unfortunately, it would have to wait. There were too many other things going on for her
to get away.“I look forward to giving you the grand tour whenever you’re able to make it out
here.”“Thank you, Trevor. You’ve done an incredible job getting us this far.”“It’s been a pleasure,
my lady.”“I’ll reach out to the TSS about getting us further assistance. Talk soon.”Trevor bowed
his head as the vidcall ended.Raena leaned back in her swivel chair with a huff, admiring the
view out the window of her secondary office. The rippling water of the sea below had a
meditative effect, much like staring at a candle flame. She allowed her mind to wander down the
paths of speculation for several minutes before returning her focus to the present.Seeing no
reason to delay, she called up her father on the viewscreen.The TSS logo twirled against a black
backdrop on the screen for several seconds before Wil answered.“Hi, Raena. How are you?” he
greeted.“Hey, Dad. Doing well. Is this a good time?”“That doesn’t really exist anymore. I can
carve out a few minutes. What’s up?”She folded her hands on her desktop. “We need help on
this Earth investigation.”He nodded. “I’ve been wondering how that was going.”“Have you been
keeping up on the reports?”“More or less.”So, that’s a ‘no’. She knew her father was extremely
busy and had many high-priority items competing for his attention within the TSS. Coupled with
his detest for administrative tedium, he often neglected reviewing reports. Even Raena had to
admit that the recent documentation of the excavation progress on Earth had been rather
tedious, so it wasn’t surprising that he’d left the reports unread.“We’ve been busy the last several



weeks,” Raena said. “After the discovery in Belize, we found similar pits under pyramids around
the world. Researchers have known for a long time that the planet’s pyramids follow a pattern,
and the pits create a pattern within that pattern. The preliminary results suggest that the sites are
networked in some way, but we still have no idea what the device might do.”Wil didn’t reply at
first. “We want answers for a lot of things. The more we discover, the more we realize how much
we don’t know.”“Really, Dad? That’s all you have to say?”“You want to know whether I think we
should turn on this mysterious, ancient device? No, I don’t, but we might not have a
choice.”“What do you mean?”He took a long breath. “The issues are stacking up against us. I
just got a report for a situation that’s not going to go away.”“What happened?”“I can’t get into that
right now.” He paused. “I hear what you’re saying about the device on Earth, and I do want to
look into it more. Give me a little time to get the other situations under control and then I’ll see if I
can resolve that one mystery, at least.”“Okay.” Raena knew better than to press the issue about
the other news that had him so distracted, though her curiosity was piqued. Or maybe it’s better I
don’t have any more bad news to worry me right now.“I’ll be in touch soon,” her father assured
her. “And I promise to look over those reports about the device on Earth as soon as I
can.”“Thanks, Dad. I’ll talk to you then.”“Take care. Love you.” He gave her a small smile and then
ended the communication.Raena took a steadying breath. That wasn’t how I thought that
conversation was going to go.Something bad was brewing in the Taran Empire. She could feel it.
Somehow, she’d need to find a way to help keep everything from falling apart.Chapter
3Returning to TSS Headquarters, Jason wished he brought better news. The data salvaged from
the lab may yet yield valuable insights, but his team had cautioned him about holding out too
much hope.We have confirmation that someone continued the Priesthood’s genetic research
after their fall. That’s a significant detail, even if we don’t yet know the culprit. Though it wasn’t
enough to warrant a celebration—far from it—the knowledge did keep him from becoming even
more demoralized.Jason had a little time before the scheduled debrief with his parents, so he
stopped by the Coalition task force’s Strategy Room to check in with the rest of his
team.Positioned in a tucked-away corner of the Command Wing, the large room had become
Jason’s secondary workspace within Headquarters. The task force was a small operation of half
a dozen key workers, both Agents and Militia, with a much larger support team to augment field
operations—including those who’d accompanied him on the latest raid of the lab. Anya and Ron
were two of his most trusted colleagues, with him since the beginning.When Jason entered the
Strategy Room, the two workers presently inside snapped to attention.“Welcome back, sir,”
Laura, one of the Militia officers, greeted. She was the youngest on the team—a recent graduate
—but sharp and had brought a lot of energy. “How’d it go?”Jason shook his head. “Not a total
waste, but more or less another dead end. Anya will be here soon with a drive, which may yield a
bit more.”She frowned. “Bummer.”“Yeah. Next one, maybe. Did I miss anything?”Ted glanced at
Laura. “Do you want to tell him?”“Tell me what?” Jason asked.“We may have something else,”
Laura replied slowly. “And it’s a longshot, so don’t get your hopes up.”“At this point, I’m willing to
entertain every possibility.”She brought up a flight path on the holoprojector, depicting several



points in a remote territory of the Outer Colonies on the side of the galaxy furthest from Tararia.
“Well, Zak was digging around—”“He was scouting out destinations for his upcoming leave,” Ted
interjected.“Dude has terrible taste.” Laura shook her head. “But anyway, he noticed that several
of the missing person reports coincided with tour stops for this band traveling around.”Jason
tilted his head. “A band? As in musicians?”She nodded. “They’re, um… we’ll say ‘niche’. They
apparently are known for playing a type of music from Earth known as the ‘blues’.”Jason raised
an eyebrow. “That’s oddly specific.”“How in the stars some random Tarans stumbled across the
style is beyond me. Seems like they’ve gained a bit of a following, though.”“It can be catchy. I
could see how the themes would resonate with the manual laborers in the Outer Colonies,”
Jason said.“At any rate, I don’t know how or why they might be connected to the missing Gifted
women, but there’s a definite correlation.” She changed the holographic display to show the
times and dates of the band’s concerts with the reported disappearances.Jason assessed the
data, noticing that there did appear to be a clear correlation between disappearances on the
second-to-last or final night of the concert schedule on each planet. “That’s really
strange.”“Right?” She brought up profiles on the band members. “There’s nothing remarkable
about them aside from their music tastes. No records, no obvious connections to criminal
elements. I can’t figure out why any of them would be abducting random Gifted women.”“Unless
they’re being used as cover. It’s not the band, but perhaps someone traveling with them.”“That
would make more sense.” She scrunched up her nose. “I dunno. Something still feels off about
it.”“There’s a pattern, so it’s worth looking into deeper. I’ll bring it to my parents and see what they
think.”“It’d be kinda funny if this was the breakthrough we’ve been looking for.”“Stranger things
have happened.”“I’ll let Zak know he should keep digging around to see if he can find out
anything else about them.”“Thank you.” Jason checked the time. “I’ve got to run to a debrief.
Good work on this.”“Just doing our jobs, sir,” Ted said.Laura nodded. “I wish we had more.”“Our
adversaries have made it difficult. But we’ll get them.” He flashed them a supportive smile before
departing the strategy room for the High Commander’s office.His parents were waiting for him
when he arrived. Jason settled into his customary seat.“It wasn’t what we’d hoped to find, but it
wasn’t a total bust, either,” he began. He gave a recap of the events, highlighting the information
they’d been able to piece together.His parents took in Jason’s account of the mission’s events
with stoic expressions, seemingly unsurprised by the results. When Jason finished, Wil and
Saera exchanged a knowing glance, accompanied by a momentary hum of energy from a
telepathic conversation.“So, it was an important site, at some point in the past, anyway,” Wil
surmised.“Near as we can tell. I have the tech team combing through the exported data to see if
we can trace it to any other sources.”Saera frowned. “I really thought this might be the
one.”Jason shrugged. “We still might glean something during the forensic analysis. I’m not ready
to give up entirely.”“I do need to address one other point,” Wil said.“Sure.”“I appreciate that your
first instinct is to protect others, but sometimes the greatest danger is to be alone. It worked out
okay this time, but sending away your team often isn’t the best call.”His father made a valid point,
but Jason couldn’t help feeling defensive of his actions. He’d had sensible reasons to call for the



facility’s evacuation. “Understood.”“One of the most difficult aspects of leadership is knowing that
we’re putting others in danger. Though we try to mitigate those risks as much as we can, it’s a
reality we must except.”“I know.”“I hope you do.” Wil let the gravity of the statement hang. “That
said, it was good thinking to move the explosives into subspace.”“That was actually Gina’s idea,”
Jason admitted.“See? It’s good to have other smart people with you.”“Point taken.”“Okay,” his
father yielded. “I’m just glad everyone is okay.”“Me too.” Jason considered how much else to
share about the new, unverified discovery. “We’re tracing a new potential lead.”His parents
perked up. “What else?” Wil asked.“You know those disappearances? The team was finally able
to connect them to something else.”Saera sat up straight in her seat. “What have you found?”“A
tour schedule.”Wil’s brows drew together. “Pardon?”“A tour schedule for a band. People seem to
be going missing right around the time they finish a gig and move on to another world.”His
mother tapped her lips in thought. “That actually does make a lot of sense. A band would make
great cover for moving around.”“That’s what we were thinking. However, I don’t know how best to
begin an investigation,” Jason said.Wil frowned. “Resources are limited right now. I’m hesitant to
send a lone Agent, but sparing two or more might be tricky.”“I have a thought about that,” Saera
said. “What if we assign this investigation as a Junior Agent internship?”“Hmm.” Wil nodded
thoughtfully. “That’s an interesting suggestion.”“We’d need the Agent assigned to be both a
proctor and investigator,” she continued. “Unfortunately, most of our typical internship overseers
are otherwise engaged at the moment.”“What about Andy?” Jason suggested. “He’s led a bunch
of investigations like this and really knows his stuff.”“I don’t think he’s ever proctored an
internship before,” Wil said.Saera shrugged. “He’s led teams and knows what makes an effective
Agent. That’s really the only prerequisite.”“And he’s been involved with the Coalition investigation
since the beginning,” Jason pointed out.“All right,” Wil agreed. “What about the Junior
Agent?”Saera hesitated. “I have someone in mind. This assignment would be a great test for
her.”Jason tilted his head. “Investigating a band?”“No. Finding out what happened to these
missing young women.” She swallowed. “A Junior Agent who’s almost eligible for graduation is
Kali Wietris, one of the freed Priesthood captives.”Wil let out a long breath. “No denying those
parallels.”“There’ve been… concerns about her,” Saera continued. “She has top marks
academically, but she’s had a number of behavioral citations. Her instructors and I have agreed
that her future as an Agent will really come down to her internship performance.”“Then we can’t
go easy on her,” Wil said. “This assignment does seem like the perfect test. If she’s ever going to
crack in the line of duty, facing what she will in the course of this investigation would reveal those
vulnerabilities.”Jason’s stomach clenched at the thought. He recognized that internships were
designed to place Junior Agents in an uncomfortable position to make sure they could keep a
level head when pushed to their limits, but this was a particularly challenging case. It was a
testament to Kali’s fortitude that she had excelled in the TSS even after being held as a captive
by the Priesthood for almost two years.He remembered her from the liberation—a teenager
who’d been forced to carry a cloned baby to term. The entire situation was barbaric. None of the
other Gifted women had wanted to pursue training for their abilities, but Kali had chosen to



dedicate her life to protecting others. He admired her immensely for that, and he’d been rooting
for her to succeed. Word about her emotional outbursts had gotten back to him on occasion. He
couldn’t blame her for being volatile after what she’d been through, yet it was also unbecoming
of an Agent to exhibit anything less than complete poise under the most trying
circumstances.This proposed internship would make her confront her troubled past again, seen
through the eyes of other young women who’d been abducted against their will. Either it would
be too much for her to face, or her innate strength would see her through. It was a necessary test
for her future as an Agent.“We don’t often work with Agent trainees coming from traumatic
pasts,” Saera said. “I empathize with her position, but it remains that we hold all Agents to a
standard. We’ll find a different, fulfilling role for her if this kind of field work isn’t a good fit.”
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Series (Grimm's War Book 2), Non-Peaceful Negotiations (One U.G.L.Y. Marine Book 2), The
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Steve Buck, “An exciting and enigmatic continuance of the Taran Empire Saga. Empire Defied is
the 3rd entry in the Taran Empire Saga. Creator and author A. K. DuBoff has not only continued
the series, but blended in characters and elements from her co-authored books taking place
concurrently. While it is not essential to have read her co-authored works, they give added depth
to one’s appreciation of the storyline.The TSS continues its pursuit of the Coalition which is
trying to create a civil war in the galaxy for unclear reasons. It is aided by other powerful and
mysterious groups who want to bring down the Empire for their own nefarious purposes. An up-
close investigation at one of Earth’s archaeological sites currently being excavated, yields some
startling, yet cryptic, information that could be the key to understanding everything and possibly
defeating them.Between the Coalition, the Gatekeepers, the Erebus, and even one of the
Taran’s own High Dynasties, the threat is imminent and immeasurable.I highly recommend
Empire Defied and eagerly look forward to the forthcoming conclusion in Empire United.”

Manie Kilian, “Cat and mouse. The game of Chess is still lauded by many in the world as the
ultimate in strategy games. For me Empire Defied was definable of such a game of move and
countermove in an undeclared war of attrition between the Taran royalty and a group of terrorists.
Except so little is known of these terrorists and as this war is steadily escalating, the lack of
actionable knowledge is increasingly putting the Taran Empire at a huge risk.This is the broad
background to Empire Defied and Jason and Raena Sietinen playing huge roles in trying to
untangle this puzzle and do the correct countermoves, supported by a surprising and rather
great performance by characters from the Shadow trilogy also by the same author, A. K.
DuBoff.Which boils down to one thing... A great Sci Fi Space Opera with action, intrigue and a
formidable cast that press all the right buttons and will have you enthralled for hours.Enjoy.”

The book by A.K. DuBoff has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 11 people have provided feedback.
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